**United Arab Emirates**

- Pursim-Housing
- Abu Dhabi
- Development of Bauhaus Style Vilas as closed compound—including private Marina and Floating Homes

- Abu Dhabi “Mangrove Malls”
- Feasibility for Leisure-Malls similar to our Russian “Spring Mall”

- Outlet—Center Abu Dhabi
- Feasibility for very first state-of-the-art Fashion Outlet Center for the UAE

**Various Regions**

- Ports Construction Libya
- Management Consulting Tendering to Main-Contractor and Supplier

- “The Needle” - Abu Dhabi
- Feasibility for first sustainable zero-energy High-Rise Tower

**Real Estate Consulting**

- Airport Expansion
- Bahrain and Kuwait
- Management Consulting for Joint Venture Civil- / MEP- / Fit Out

- Abu Dhabi “Mangrove Malls”
- Management Consulting Tendering to Main-Contractors and Suppliers

- Hard FM—Saudia Arabia
- Management Consulting and Due Diligence High Rise Buildings and Airports

**Industrial Developments**

- FML Industrial Developments Emirates FZLLC
- Abu Dhabi
- Stuttgart
- Moscow
- Various Regions

**Real Estate Consulting**

- Special Flyer Expo Real 2012

**Investment — Options**

- Business Center Paris
- Rue de la Paix

---

**Contact: Germany**

- Phone: +49 — 7191—495 40 86
- Mobile: +49 — 1520—634 1505
- Mobile UAE: +971—56—2821140
- info_fml.emirates@gmx.com
- http://fml-emirates.com
FML Industrial Developments Emirates FZLLC

Is a UAE-based Consultancy acting in all kind of Services around Property and Real Estate. Owned and operated by a Russian Jurist and a German Civil Engineer, we possess long-term operational experience in our target-regions. Germany – UAE – Russia

We are setting the impulse!

As Consultants we—beside projects initiation—we provides professional services — based on FIDIC or VOB in Contracts- & Claim-Management & Quantity Surveying

Joint Center of Competence
United Arab Emirates

For our semi-governmental partners in Abu Dhabi we are acting as interface to German Consultants and Enterprises — transferring state-of-the-art technology to the UAE in all aspects of Energy Efficiency.

More detailed information on our homepage

TTAM Emirates LLC
Structuring and Implementation of Total Technical Asset Management Structures for GCC under aspects of LCC, Energy Efficiencies, LEED and BIM

Analysis, Recommendations Upgrade and Implementation, Operations and BMS as state-of-the-art Facility Management by versed JV-Partners— even as PPP

Russia
Feasibility Study and Project Implementation Coal Power Stations— 600 MW

Petrochemical Plant Engineering Abu Dhabi M&A Consulting Oil & Gas

Bio Fuels / WtL / XtL Technologies for UAE Consulting & Implementation for Masdar Feasibility Studies in JV with DBFZ

References on our homepage

Projects Russia

Moscow
Mixed Use Business- and Logistic Center

Nishni Novgorod and Kaluga
Options for Hotel—Development—Locations available

Moscow and St. Petersburg
Project-Pre-Development and Site Evaluation for 5-Star plus Hotels (150 to 300 keys)

Moscow Oblast
Mixed Use Business- and Logistic Center

Moscow Airport
Existing Logistic Property for sale — located at Air cargo Terminal

Further projects in Russia up upon request

More detailed information on our homepage